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be able to do that, he said. IBM PC Compatible[3] ReleaseNovember 1994[1]Genre (s) Action, shoot 'em up,[4] shooter[3]Mode(s) Single player cannon Bait 2 : Another one up for the breach,[5] or just Cannon Bait 2, is an action strategy shoot 'em up game developed by Sensible Software and published by Virgin
Interactive for Amiga and DOS in November 1994. The game is a sequel to cannon fodder, a successful game released in several formats in 1993. The game is a combination of action and strategy that involves a small number of soldiers fighting through a time-travel scenario. The protagonists are much outnumbered
and easily killed. The player must rely on strategy and heavy secondary weapons vehicles and installations. The game maintained the mechanics and gameplay of its predecessor, but introduced new levels, settings and graphics. Former journalist Stuart Campbell designed game levels, making them harder and tactically
demanding, as well as introducing a host of pop culture references to level titles. The development of the game schedule was hampered by budgetary constraints and the resulting lack of explanations from confused reviewers. Critics enjoyed the gameplay preserved in the original Cannon Bait, but were frustrated by the
lack of new mechanics or weapons, compared to the game's data disc. Reviewers praised the game level design, albeit less so for their alien planet. Critics gave Cannon Bait 2 positive reviews, but lower scores than its predecessor and gave mixed criticism for the new theme of music and increased hardship. Synopsis
Cannon Feed 2 is a military themed action game strategy and shoot 'em up elements. The player controls a small team of up to four soldiers. These soldiers are armed with machine guns that kill one round of enemy infantry. Player troops are similarly fragile, and although they have good fire-power at the beginning of
the game, the enemy infantry becomes more powerful as the game progresses. As well as infantrymen, antagonists include vehicles and rocket-armed turrets. The player must also destroy buildings that spawn enemy soldiers. For these purposes, which is invulnerable machine gun fire, the player must use secondary,
explosive weaponry: grenades and missiles. Ammunition for these weapons is limited and the player must find supply boxes to replenish his troops. Wasting these weapons can result in the player not doing enough to achieve the mission's goals. The player can choose to shoot boxes - destroying enemy troops and
buildings in the ensuing explosion - less threat to their soldiers than to get them, but once again a greater risk of depletion of ammunition. The player passes 24 missions divided into several stages each, making 72 levels in total. There are a variety of settings, including medieval, gangster-themed Chicago, an alien
spacecraft and an alien planet. The player must also fight mines and other booby traps. In addition to the imaging operation, the game has strategy elements and uses a more lenient management system for the strategy, which is less stringent than games. Since the player's troops are heavily outnumbered and easily
killed, he must be careful, as well as careful planning and positioning. To this end, it may divide the squad into smaller units to take separate positions or risk fewer substances when moving in dangerous areas. In alternative settings, heavy weapons are replaced graphically by such units as beating rams (replacing trucks)
and wizards (replacing missiles). Game plot - explained the manual - concerns soldiers who take part in the Middle East conflict (which forms the game at the beginning of the level) kidnapped aliens to make a battle with the alien world (which forms at a later level). During the process of space travel, aliens send soldiers
to different times and places, resulting in intrusive medieval and Chicago settings. [5] The Evolution of the Game is a sequel to Cannon Bait, which drew criticism for its juxtaposition of war and humor and its use of iconography as a closely resembling memory of the moon. The lid art poppy was eventually replaced by a

soldier[6], which was replaced by a hand grenade for Cannon Fodder 2, to which Amiga Power joked: The big thing about the explosion, which is packed with hundreds of meters of wound-inducing wire, is that it doesn't have the same child-feared, responsible adult freaking,the disturbing effect of society as the emptybiddy flower. [5] One felt new historical and science fiction themes as an attempt to avoid similar contradictions like the one I got from cannon cannon miracle. [7] Amiga Power itself had become embroiled in controversy due to its proposed use of a poppy on the cover (also abandoned) and perceived as an inflammatory
comment by its editor Stuart Campbell. Campbell later left the magazine to join the Sensible software programmer and worked on a sequel to his first game. [5] [8] The game was created by four people - among them the first-time designer Campbell, who maintained the cannon fodder engine. Before Campbell's arrival in
journalism careers, Sensible Software had developed a game of time-travel theme and decided on different settings. However, he had not yet developed a plan to clarify these issues. It was not possible to illustrate the story of the game itself - thanks to the Cannon Bait 2's - a simple character and so Campbell began
work on an elaborate plot-to-be, partly by completing a novella designed to accompany the final product. This version of the story was time-traveling aliens planning to intervene in different parts of human history in order to create the chaos they intended to use to enslave and destroy humanity. The protagonists of the
kidnappers were imagined as likeable ones who would send them through time to protect humanity. However, Virgin vetoed the proposal too expensive and took charge of the manual's production. The result was a simplistic explanation, describing soldiers as recruiting foreigners and not explaining the time-travel
element. Campbell later said the loss of the novella was an example of the publisher preferring to maximize profits from the game rather than build intellectual property at the end of Amiga's business life. [9] Since the game was to maintain the same engine, developers could not add new gameplay features. Campbell
instead set out to make the level more interesting, missions through multiple routes. More obvious solutions would be more complex and hidden, the right paths would be easier to fill than it has been concluded. While Campbell intended to play harder, he also wanted to improve the difficulty of the curve, which he
claimed was a mistake by his predecessor. He also tended to make levels smaller and reduced cases of water obstructions, which he considered frustrating in the first game. The designer conceded that some levels proved too difficult - due to his inexperience with the developer and the fact that he became so qualified
for playing testing - but claimed that the level 8 original was worse than any of his creations. Campbell named most of the levels of the game by the titles and lyrics of the songs (prominently Jesus and Mary Chain), but also referred to wider pop culture artifacts such as play shows and Bunny Bugs cartoons, as well as
some original titles. He also referred to classic games at the level of design itself. [9] At the time, Creator Jon Hare said that changing the formula would be harmful and unnecessary to provide pleasure and value. He later reflected that Mr Campbell had mismanied the project when delegating the project. He felt it was
the result of sensible software that would be spreading, spreading itself thin in an attempt to take advantage of its success. [10] Rabbit sold in 1999. [11] ReceptionReview scorePublicationScoreAm Format90%[1]Amiga Power89%[5]CU Amiga88%[12]The One85%[7]Amiga User International75%[13]Amiga
Computing71%[4] Cannon Feed 2 maintains the same mechanics and basic gameplay of its predecessor, its predecessor, prompting reviewers to say: It is still as wonderfully playable as ever[1] and to acknowledge the amazing control and playability of the original. [5] Reviewers complained about the lack of plot, with
Amiga Power saying: There is little explanation as to why you do it [time-travelling] and absolutely none in the game. As a result, the game does not hang together. [5] AUI called the plot pointless,[13] while Amiga Computing called it a mild problem, saying: you have to guess what's going on in the game because there's
no plot explanation [...] It's all very confusing! [4] The game is considerably heavier than its predecessor. Amiga Format called it good/bad news[1] while The One directed its heavy criticism, saying: Some levels are just terrible, and that the game is at times intensely frustrating. [7] Amiga Computing also felt a great
difficulty to be the biggest problem: I like the game to get progressively harder, rather than getting virtually impossible after just missions to the city. [4] Amiga Format also criticised the difficulties and felt that some levels were a bit of a hindrance. [1] Amiga Power was annoyed at the beginning of the tutorial missions,
finding them redundant, but otherwise noted the increased challenge positive, and said: The original game went to pulses at fiendishly hard and stupidly simple levels, but CF2's difficulty curve's, well, more curve. The reviewer praised the smart level of design, explaining: the level of punishing you for taking an obvious
route and rewarding you for trying a confusing approach to [...] load levels makes you think twice before moving in, injecting puzzle elements into killing, citing, for example, traps of empty vehicles as bait. The reviewer praised the smaller, tighter levels of the difficulty curve within these levels: gung-ho sections building
tactical play against tougher enemies. He compared it favorably to the first game: The level design is consistently better, especially at the Beirut, Mediaevil and Chicago levels to watch and play superbly. However, he felt that thematic changes lacked coherence and atmosphere. [5] Player soldiers find themselves on an
alien planet on the alien planet levels that Amiga Computing made: whoever chose the color schemes should be thrown out of prison. [4] Although he praised his mechanics, amiga power reviewer said: I hate the whole appearance of the alien planet [...] From the nasty purple pool to the stupid flowers. [5] Some
reviewers enjoyed the graphics, but felt that there was no change between the two games. [4] [7] CU Amiga said: This is the same game tarted up with new graphics as well as a new level. [12] Amiga Computing praised the new theme music. [4] Amiga Power said it was not as good as her predecessor, and also noted
that post-game music remained the same as the original cannon and had grown tireless. The magazine questioned the lack of a chance to turn it off. [5] The critics took a decision on the absence of new weapons[1], which stated that the original armaments and vehicles had only been made different in different
circumstances, acting in the same way. [5] Reviewers criticised, more generally, the similarities between cannon fodder and cannon fodder 2. AuI[13] and Amiga Computing compared the new game to a data disc rather than a complete sequel. Later, Kieron Gillen reflected that it would be called a semi-sequel or a
separate additional package when it was released today. CU Amiga conceded that designers could have added little new to such a simple game without reducing arbitrary, successful mechanics. [12] Reasonable software was accused of laziness by One[7] and greed by the AUI. [13] Although it gave 90%, Amiga Power
felt that the game was poor value for money compared to the original[5], while CU Amiga said it was still worthwhile AuI said the game was a must for those who don't have the original, otherwise Cannon Bait 2 is basically exactly the same game as before, with a saving grace on new levels. [13] Amiga Computing
enjoyed the game, but said that it was not as good as expected and that there are too many similarities and there are not enough differences to make this sequel a classic. [4] One in total: If you have CF1, love it, and want seconds, only harder, see more - but if like I've played Cannon Feed to death and would have liked
to see the game evolved in some way, I think you're a little disappointed. [7] References ^ a b c d e f g h Steve Bradley, Amiga Format, December 1994 (number 66), pp. 52-53 ^ a b c d Reasonable software, Edge, September 1994 (emissions 12), pp. 28-30 ^ a b Cannon fodder 2, Allgame, Released 29. Amiga Power,
December 1994 (issue 44), pp. 42-45 ^ Kieron Gillen, Retrospective: Cannon fodder, rock, paper, shotgun, 11 Nov, 2007, Out searched 17. , p. 40-42 ^ a b c d e Kieron Gillen, Making: Cannon Bait 2, Rock, Paper, Shotgun, 28 Sep, 2007 Retrieved 15 July 2012 ^ a b Stuart Campbell, Cannon Bait 2: Untold Story, Down
18 Jul 2012 ^ a b Craig Grannell, Making of Cannon Feed, Retro Gamer, Aug 2008 (Issue 54), p. 57 ^ Richard Cobbet, Lukewarm War, PC Gamer UK, April 20 12 (edition 238), p. 116 ^ a b c d Alan Dykes, CU Amiga, Jan 1995, p. 65 ^ a b c d e Am every User International, March 1995 (Volume 9, No 3), p. 78 External
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